STAGE DIMENSIONS

The Dimensions Are:

- 55' from tip to tip of thrust 43' from pole to pole on stage. The pipe and drape is all the way wide in the photos.
- The thrust tapers to 24' wide at the screen.
- The stage is 18' deep from center to screen.
- There is a 10' x 24' space in back of the screen that has handicapped access to the stage.
- The front of house (FOH) audio/lighting position shows where we operate the house system.

STAGE LIGHTING SYSTEM

GENERAL STAGE PLOT/INSTRUMENT LIST

- **FOH/正面**: (6) Pair Source 4 6x9's
  - (3) S4 Specials (on center of stage)
- **OHD Stage R**: (5) Pair S4 PAR 54 MFL
- **OHD Stage L**: (5) Pair S4 PAR 54 MFL
- **Rear Bar**: (6) PAR 56 MFL
- **Catwalk**: (6) S4 6x9'S, 2 Pair 8" Fresnels
- Far side positions available upon request.
- Additional S4s and Par 54s in inventory.
- All color provided by users.

CONTROL:

- 16/32 Channel NSI MC75 16/32 Consoles w/ Softpatch
- ETC Express available upon request

DIMMERS:

- 72 Channels: One to one hardwired
- (8) Lightronics RD-121 Packs
AUDIO SYSTEM

CINEMA SYSTEM:
- G2 3 Way Cabinets, QSC Amp
- Clark/Technik EQ
- 1 PAIR EAW 15’ Powered Subwoofers
- All in Stereo

STAGE MONITORS:
- 4 EAW 2 Way Floor Wedges w/ 2 Way mix and dedicated 31 band EQs
- Midas 1630 Mixer
- (6) Shure Wireless Handheld Mics
- Podium Mic / Countryman Wireless Headsets
- Marantz Professional CDR / CD Deck

- Assisted Listening for hearing impaired available upon request.

Concert audio system are outourced to ATR Treehouse.
Contact John Boomer @ 401-751-3121.
PROJECTION

35MM
- 35mm: (2) Strong Simplex pedestal style w/ 20 min changeover
- Rewind table with Nuemade Splicers and 20 min take up reels
- Mono audio from booth to board; no stereo, third channel or surround.
- LED Cyan Soundtrack Readers
- 83’ throw from booth to screen.
- 1:133, 1:166, and 1:185 formats available.

16MM
- EIKI 5500 pedestal style autoload w/ changeover (45 min reels)
- Double system with separate audio MAG track uses modified Eiki projector
- Nuemade 16mm splicer
- Mono audio

VIDEO
- Epson Z8000WUNL HD Projector: Front Projected 78’ to screen
- Video Formats: DVD/VHS (Multi Region / Code Free), Blu-Ray
- Data Projection: WUXGA
- 1080P(1920x1200) Resolution
- VGA & HDMI ports at podium and FOH positions
- Mac Laptop HDMI / Displayport - VGA adapters available.
- Stereo audio to console for laptops at podium and FOH
- Presentation laptop available upon request

OTHER
- 35mm slides with RF wireless remote control
  (2 screens side by side)
- Overhead (transparency) and Opaque projectors
- Laser Pointer and USB Presentation remotes
- Custom built podium with light (see photos)
SEATING
Capacity: 575
Front Section: 100
Handicapped access available from S. Main St. - Contact RISD Public Safety for access - 401-454-6376

CONTACT
RISD Media Resources 401-454-6129
David Chandler: Coordinator
Dylan Costa: AV Designer
Andrew Grant: Tech Assistant
Robert Baird: Tech Assistant

NO EMAIL RESERVATIONS FOR EQUIPMENT OR SERVICES
PLEASE CALL US AND WE WILL ASSIST YOU

FOR RESERVATIONS, RENTAL FEE SCHEDULE, AND EVENT COORDINATION
PLEASE CALL TIM SANDIFORD - 401-709-8689